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Bayou Para, where a break occurred
yesterdiy, is today under water 10 to
U feet deep.

BUILDING

Refugees are Fighting

FLOOD

4- .- There
Vlcksburjc, Missu May
has been much suffering among the
refugees of Black river district in
Ixnisiana. Up to this time there haa
been comiratively little disorder in
the Concentration ramp, but
last
night there wa sa tow in a white refugee camp here. Pour white men
got into a dispute with a paseinK ne
gro and he shot all four. Proband
they will survive

RELIEF

FALLS

KILLING MANY

PEOPLE

SATURDAY,

"STAMPEDE" FOR BRYAN.
Ia., May 4. Plans to
engine!? a "stampede" in favor of
W. J. Bryan for president at the state
democratic convention at Burlington,
May 16, and to follow this up by presenting the Nebraskan's name to the
national convention developed today,
following a secret conference of the
Iowa Bryan league last night.
The league was organized about a
month ago. The fact that it was in
existence did not develop until after
the conference last night, when a
public statement urging Mr. Bryan's
candidacy was issued.
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CITY EDITION.

GOMEZ

BECOMES

PROVISIONAL

endeavor to secure a confession, the
American declares. At last his jail
ors gave up the attempt and last
night he and Richards were released
through efforts of Mrs. Richards
Buford to Aid Foreigners.
an
May 4. It was

LEADER

JUDGE ARCHBALD
ACCUSED OF
WRONG

learned here today from an unofficial
source that the war department has
ordered the army transport Buford to
IN TO- ARMY UNABLE TO EXTEND FURSTRUCTURE
IS
BY
SELECTED
OROZCO
TO take aboard not
only Americans on MEMBER OF COMMERCE COURT
RONTO
CARRIES
THER AID TO HIGH WATER
WORKERS
FORM A TEMPORARY GOVERN
the west coa:t of Mexico, but British
SAID TO HAVE USED OFFICE
TO THEIR DEATH.
and Spanish subjects as well. This
REFUGEES
MENT FOR MEXICO
TO OBTAIN FAVORS.
order is said to have been sent by
to the Buford from the
wireless
RESCUERS ARE HARD AT WORK
APPROPRIATION EXHAUSTED
LOCATES IN CUIDAD JUAREZ Mare Island navy yard
ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS
yesterday.
DR. HE88 RESIGNS.
The text of the message is satd to
t
A special meeting of the Commer NUMBER
ALLEN MADE THREATS.
OF LIVES LOST WILL
LATER HE MAY GO TO JOIN REB nave been as follows:
CONGRESS WILL HAVE TO GRANT
WICKERSHAM
RECOMMENDS TO
cial club was held at the club rooms
Va., May 4 Floyd Al
WyethvlHe,
'Wireless to quartermaster,
itn- NOT BE KNOWN UNTIL THE
EL LEADER IN CHIHUAHUA
ADDITIONAL MONEY AT
HOUSE
COMMITTEE
last night to consider the resignation
len had threatened before the Mills-villTHAT INford:
WRECKAGE 18 REMOVED.
DISTRICT
ONCE
of Dr. John D. Hess, who has been
assassination to "make a big
VESTIGATION
OCCUR.
"Secretary of war directs that Bu
hole in the Carrol county court," and
secretary of the organization since
ford render whatever assistance pos1911. Owing to the fact that HELD
DOWN
DY
DEDRIS to kill his own conusel if not "de- HE IS NAMING HIS CABINET sible to British and Spanish subjects HE TRIED
WORSE October,
CONDITIONS
RIVER
TO MAKE MONEY
Dr. Hess expects to leave Las Vegas
fended right," according to the testiat ports of call, after American sub
for a protracted period, returning to
mony of N. J. Bevil in Allen's trial
are
cared
is
there
jects
for, providing
SEVERAL CITIES, INCLUDING BA bis former home in Missouri, he stat- SOME OF THOJ WHO WERE NOT today for the slaying of Prosecutor FATHER OF INSURRECTO GENER store room aboard the ship.
THE JUSTICE IS REPORTED TO
KILLED
FALL ARE SLOWed to the board of directors of the
Foster.
AL IS SELECTED AS MINISTON ROGUE, ARE IN GREAT
(Signed) "ALSHIRE, Quartermaster."
HAVE ENTERED A DEAL WITH
club that he desired his resignation
LY DYING.
TER OF WAR
PERIL
RAILROADS.
to take effect on the fifteenth of the
To Bar Revolutionists
present month.
Washington, May 4. The political
Toronto, Can., May 4
south
Juarez, Mex., May 4. Emtlio Vas4.
Washington, May 4 The army has
President
Washington,
After considerable
May
discussion, in wall of a five
rights of the asylum, affecting Mext
story building recently
quez Gomez today took (the provision
in
a
reached its limit in the distribution which all members of the board preto
Taft,
the
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
house in
message
ican
and
Central
American
problems,
constructed for the William Neilsou
al presidency of Mexico. Arriving in
to
Norris
of relief to the Mississippi flood suf sent expressed regret that Dr. Hess,
the
askresponse
resolution
are involved in hearings In the Roet
com'pany, limited, fell in totiay, buryEl Paso last night, Gomez crossed
for
the
in
case
the
of
ing
papers
ferers, the entire appropriation for for business reasons, must leave Las
to
amendment
senate
the
Immigraa score of employes.
Two per
to Juarez very shortly before noon.
having Vegas and sever his connection with ing
the commissary department
Judge Robert W.Archbald of the comtion
bill,
4.
before'
house
the
beginning
a
man
Senate: Mat At 1 o'clock he made the announcesons,
and a woman were killed,
Washington, May
merce court, charged with having
used. Major Normoyle, in charge of the club, his resignation was accept
committee on immigration today. The
at 11:40 a. m.
anad nine others seriouslv injured.
ment that he had accepted the proviused his office to procure favors
instructed
by ed to take effect on May 1a. Resoluthe relief work, was
dewould
cause
to be
amendment,
Resumed debate on workmen's com sional
The building, which has leen occuno
of
for
irom
contract
tender
to
Mexico,
were
presidency
tions
railroads, said it was not comalso
the government
passed by the board pied for only two
ported all aliens using the United
months, was sup pensation bill.
ed him in the name of the revolution
with the public interest to
patible
morn sunnlies as to do so would commending Dr. Hess for the ability
States as an asylum in which to plot
House:
Met at 11 a. m.
posed to have been splendidly built
make all the papers public at this
by Pascual Orozco.
make him subject to prosecution un in which he had managed the affairs and was Said
against friendly powers.
Resumed consideration of legislaby its owr.eis to be the
time.
When Gomez reached Juarei;, ne
He said they had been seat
of the club and expressing sincere re
der the law.
most
or the kind in tive, executive and judicial
plant
approto the judiciary committee
was
met
at
his
at
the
an
international
of the
for
asked
ap
gret
been
has
departure.
bridge
Congress
INVESTIGATING NAVY CONTRACT
the country. The first and second priation bill.
house for such further investigation
A regular meeting of the board of
by a delegation and escorted to the
4.
An
propriation to reimburse the commis
Washington, May
investigafloors were occupied by manufacturAdopted resolution ordering inves- custom house, which Madero
mady tion into the contracts of the navy as it might desire to make. It will
sary department and it is expected directors will be held May 14, at ers of ice cream and chocolates. tigation into relations of
departnavy
the present order of the war depart which meeting the election of a suc Two hundred employes, the majority ment, with United States steel corpo- the provisional capital after the fall department with the United States rest with this committee whether or
not impeachment proceedings shall
of Juarez on May 10, a year ago. II steel
ment will have the effect of imme cessor to Dr. Hess will be considered. of whom were women and
corporation was ordered by the
children, ration.
to
was
Any
for
the
deperson
announced
that he was being
desiring
apply
house today, which adopted a resolu be begun.
diate adtion.
were working when me accident ocRepresentative Garner, before, im- tained until General Orozco
of
of
Attorney General Wickersham sent
the
club
position
of
secretary
tlhe
be
flooded
in
could
tion by Representative
Conditions
regions
Stanley of to
curred shortly before noon.
migration committee, urged Root heard from.
the house judiciary committee tne
was
it
declared
Later,
chairman
of
the lower Mississipp are serious, should present his application to
the
Kentucky, democrat,
The first bodies recovered wers amendment to immigration law by
result
of his investigation of charges
President
on
William
J.
or
came
be
Lucas,
he
thai)
here in a response to a steel trust investigating committee
according to reports today to General
those of a man and a woman who ap which rebels would be barred.
that
fore1 that date.
Robert W. Archbald of the
Judge
redated
to
a
sent
As
telegram
on
24,
San
of
the secretary
the navy
April
calling
Bixby, chief of engineers.
parently had been instantly killeJ.
commerce coulrt had used his office
Antonio
to
Gomez
A
to
mes
Oroco.
furnish
information.
such
by
sult of the Torras break, two parishes
Later the unidentified body of a girl
to obtain favors from railroads. The
sage was exhibited this afternoon
are certain to be flooded. The water
was brought out. Five girls, alive but
attorney general, it is understood, refrom
the
feert
two
within
was reported to be
provisional presidtnt signed
WILL
KENTUCKY SHERIFF badly hurt, were next removed. It
commends further Investigation at the
General
TAFTC
by
SIJPPORTEBS
Orozco,
iii.n
as
ot the top of the levees in Plaquimiue
confirming
wa,? impossible to estimate the nunhanl,,yt the committoe as to wtothvT
provisional president. Gomez announ
ber of missing or their identity but
parish.
or not .impeachment proceedings shall
ced
that
he
would
name
THE
PASS
there
his
cabinet
General Bixby pointed out
SHOT FROM AMBUSH it was feared that between 20 and 'JO
CLAIM TEXAS' VOTE be be Jh.
this afternoon or tonight.
was one redeeming feature about the
dead will be found.
,
i i.
Onr,f the specific allegations
urozco was an
v,uiuiim rascuai
The workers also uncovered the
situation, which was that it probably
madet-agains- t
Judge Archbald, it is
as
nounced
IN
minister
as
war
of
UPPER HOUSE
in the PRECINCT CONVENTIONS ARE BE
HAD
ENGAGED
IN
disposed of the dread June floods
SEVERAL feet of two men and a girl. The bod- SENTIMENT
said, Is that he was interested in the
new
cabinet.
Francisco
come
was
FAVORS
MEASURE
ING
flood
Pradillo
REGULATHELD
has
THROUGHTOUT
could
Missouri
not
the
be readily recognized.
ies
FEUDS AND WAS CHARGED
this year
proposed purchase of culm banks
offered the portfolio of foreign rela
ING BOXING MATCHES
LONE STAR STATE
down earlier than usual. In General
At
ONCE WITH MURDER.
o'clock, the workers, following
owned by a coal company controlled
buifc
he
tions,
refused
and Lie. Moreno
the cry for help, discovered a wonv.m
Bixby's opinion there will be no June
by the Erie railroad. It Is asserted
Santa Fe, X. VI., May 4. The senate Canton of Yucatan, was named. Col
Dallas, Tex., May 4. After demo- that these
floods.
Lexington, Ky., May 4. Ed Calla- - whose name is not known, hemmed in
piles of refuse coal were
nan, former sheriff of Breathitt coun- - by girders and a mass of debris. Her this morning received a petition onel Orozco is father of General Pa cratic and republican precinct con- to be
for a comparatively
bought
cual
Orozco, and it is the intention ventions throughout Texas had been
All Records Broken
ty, and noted in the feud troubles of position was such it was believed she from Dona Anji county favoring the
small sum and sold at a profit of f 0
New Orleans, May 4. CondiUons in that county, was shot from ambush and could not be taken out alive.
passage of the Tripp bill regulating that his son shall succeed him as min progressing for some time today, supto $40,000,of which, it is charged,
The petition ister war. The rest of the cabinet porters of President Taft declared
Three more) were added to the list pugilisltilc enccHjnterls.
the lower Mississippi valley continue probably fatally wounded as he stood
Archbald would receive
Judge
of injured when an unidentified car- was presented by Mr. Holt. It bears the provisional president announced, delegates to the county conventions,
today to grow worse. No one, not in the doorway of his store at
two miles from Jackson. penter who had been working on the the names of t large number of resi would be appointed this afternoon or to take place May 7, would be Ineven those who have dealt with simThe charges, ift is said, were prestructed to support the chief execu ferred in connection with an interilar problems, will forecast the out- Two shots took effect in his body and building was .found unconscious ani dents of Dona Ana county. There is tonight.
uomez announced
that General tive In the naming of delegations to state commerce case
come of tha passing ot the greattM it is thought that he can live only a William limby and a laborer were every indicatiui here that the Tripp
d
by William
Orozco
had invited him to come to the state convention on May 28.
of
out.
few
hours.
.
the
stories
The
taken
measure will e passed by the sen-atupper
volume of water ever recorded in (the
of Scranton, Penn. Because of
Friends of Colonel Roosevelt issued their seriousness.
Immediately after Callahan was building were incomplete and the ear
It is thought it likely will be Chihuahua and establish his provision
great stream. At New Orleans today
Involving Judge
next al capital, but he would not decide no statement of predictions except to Archbald's 'relational with railroads on
the former record was buried by al- shot the mountain side was searched penters still were working on them brought up fd- - consideration
for a few days whether Juarez or declare "there was nothing to be whose
by friends who failed to learn any when the wall fell In. The wall ap- week
most a foot.
operations it is Mb duty as a
wn
to
Calto
about
half
buckled
as
have
the
is
saJd."
slayer's
dentlty.
thing
peal's
new
Two
The water at Torras, Louisiana,
bpls were introduced In Chihuahua would be the capital.
member of the commerce court, io
so many enemies it is hard up.
On- - the democratic side, supporters
the senate thi( morning. This is that
pouring through a levee crevasse with lahan had
pass legal judgment, President Taft
an
to
to
as
form
the
faction
of Governor Harmon and Governor instructed General Wickersnam to inopinion
of Senator Pajkey, being Bill No. 123.
an ever widening gap and another
Americans Are Tortured.
IN KANSAS
WASHOUT
El Paso, Texas, May 4. S. A. Bent Wilson Issued statements forecasting vestigate and report to the house juThis measure Authorizes county com
breach is threatened there. Reports to which the slayers belong.
Wilson Callahan, a son, telegraph
Great Bend, Kan., May 4. Although missioners toj erect jails at otaer ley, an American refugee from
success. They explained their declar. diciary committee.
from the niundated section north of
for
bloodhounds wire communication with some of the places besides! the county seats and
New Roads are of a gloomy character. ed to Lexington
This committee is charged with the
today told a story of torture atlons were based on information reThe flood water traveling at a ra- with which to tracx the murderers vilages that were visited by the would make i possible for prisons'lo which he said had been inflicted on ceived from all parte of the state. No responsibility of investigating such
and a special train with the hounds tornado yesterday and last night has be constructel in
pid rate towards the Atchafalaya rivpractically every himself and C. W. Richards, an El statement was Issued from Cham,') matters with a view to determining
Ed Callahan Is sur- not yet been restored, it Is believwhether a prima facie case justifyer is nearing the main line of the left at once.
village of thej state. The second bill Pasoau, in the Juarez jail, tne Amer Clark's headquarters.
vived by several children.
One of ed no one was killed or seriously in- Is Bill No. 14
The Arts two counties heard from, ing impeachment proceedings is preTexas and Pacific railroad.
HolL which is a leans were released last night after
by
is Wilson Callahan, who sev- jured.
revision of tie present law govern 21 hours' confinement, during which Wharton and Gregg, favored Wilson. sented. The house impeaches and the
A telephone message from Letts-wort- these
eral
killed his uncle, John
A
years
cloudburst
ago
the
accompanied
was
town
the
said
deep
ing the powejs and duties of justices Bentley declares ne was hit over the The county seat precincts went for senate is the trial court for a federal
today
the storm at Albert, a hamlet of a hun- of the
head with the butt of a pistol and Wilson and his supporters claim that official. The ludiciarv committee M
under waiter and hundreds of persons Deaton, when the latter attacked
peace
arm dred persons near here, and the town
cut
and
almost
his
elder
Callahan
maIn the surrounding country are
The senatejthis morning passed Bill hung up by a rope several times. In these particular county seats domin is believed, will begin an Inquiry at
off with a butcher knife.
is under water and the inhabitants No. 76, a meatare
of his story he showed a great ated the remainder of the respective once.
rooned in their homes, in cotton gin
regulstin gfraternal proof
Callahan was a leader in the Har- - are using rafts.
The charges were made last Februhouses awl on house tops. Motor
orders. Thfcs i astringent measure and lump on his head and abrasions counties. Pour precincts out of Hons
feud faction which was charged
The Arkansas river here is being compels the arious
around his neck. Bentley and Hich- - ton instructed for Roosevelt.
ary. The department of justice has
boats have been sent to Letts worth gis
live
Jo
lodges
up
with the assissination of Dr. B. D. dyked as an overflow is feared. Trains to
were passengers on a street car
The majority of Wichita Falls pre made an inquiry, sending a represenfor rescue work.
rigid retirements. The senate ards
Cox in April, 1902. James Cockreil in are
when
clncts
instructed for Roosevelt. The tative to Pennsylvania where the
delayed and in some instances adjourned unil Tuesday
Thursday
night
A special train arrived
cartridges
at New
morning at
1902, and James B. Marcum in
y,
because of washout 'tracks. 10 o'clock.
placed on the track by practical jok precinots probably will control the deals were suppeflred to bftvi been
Roads last night with several hunMay, 1903. He was tried for alleged
ers exploded.
The Americans and county convention next week. Har- made. Judge Areibald has not yet
dred refugees from the deluged counLively reprtee between Senator
in these murders but was MEMORY OF BISHOP CARROLL.
complicity
two Mexicans were the only" male mon" state headquarters here received been heard in the matter, but proV
Barth
Snator
try. A relief expedition arrived at
and
Crampton caused
Washington, U. C.. May 4. The
acquitted.
a flurry of ofttory in the senate this passengers and they were arrested a telegram that every county precinct ably will be called' early lo offer his
Bacheler, ten miles south of Torras,
About a year ago a teud broke out memory of Most Rev. John Carroll of
and taken to jail.
in Jefferson county went for Harmon. (explanations. Judge Archbald is
last night with a large number of vic- between the Deaton and Callahan facBaltimore, the founder of George- morning. Yeterday Barth demandOn the person of one ot the Mexi Texarkana instructed for Olark. Weal-e- from Pennsylvania and was
tims who were on the verge of starappointed
ed
thaKi
Senior
Crampton, as chair- cans,
tions. Both descended upon Jackson town college and whose name is Inaccording to Bentley, cartridges
Heights, the first precinct to re to the commerce court by President
vation. Conditions at Baton Rogue and for some
man
of
the
fcommittee
on
judiciary, were found. He was beaten to make
days terrorized the separably Interwoven with the early
port in Dallas county, went for Wi Taft January 31, 1911. He is a
are hourly growing more menacing. town.
citizens interceded and history of the Roman Catholic church report his bi for the direct election him confess that he was
Finally
for son.
acting
judge and his tenure yn the
A force of one thousand men worked
of
United Stttes senators. Crampton
procured the signatures or John Dea- in America, was honored today in the
the federals. Finally he was shot and
commerce court will be four years,
all night .aided by searchlights on ton and Ed Callahan to a
would
he
report th': then hanged until death came to his
peace pact unveiling of his statute in the grounds demurred, sjing
after which he returns to the 1 bird
SMITH LEADS FIGHT.
steamboats, trying to prevent a break
of Georgetown university. The bronze measure indue time. This caused relief. This occurred in the presence
4.
circuit.
The
Washington,
May
fight
in
of
Another
front
m!ke
that
directly
city.
some sarcastic re of the Americans.
statue represents the archbishop In a Barth to
against the workmen's compensation
largt force was engaged in closing up
NINE HOUR LAW.
sitting position, garbed in the robes marks. Thj morning Cramptqji d
When
his
bill was continued in the senate toprotested
Bentley
against
the gaps in the protection embankPhoenix, Ariz., May 4 The Arizona of the Jesuit order. President Tart, manded an tpology from Banh, say- he says Jose Orozco, a neph- day. Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia,
arrest,
FREIGHT HANDLERS STRIKE.
ment just south of Baton Rogue, house of representatives passed today Cardinal Gibbons and
Very Rev. Al- irtg the latti had cast reflections up ew of the rebel commander-in-chief- ,
spoke In an effort to show that the
Chicago,
May 4. Six thousand Chiwhere it is hoped to prevent the wa- tne bill providing a nine hour work
on
his integrity. He said the apol
of
phonsus J. Donlon, president
became
Orozco,
and
law
Pasqual
enraged
to
would
fall
proposed
handlers 5t 24 railroads
the
cago
freight
satisfy
ters from finding their way to the day for women. The vote was 26 to Georgetown, delivered the principal ogy should ome from the floor of
beat him over the head with a revolv- railroad employes whom It was In- struck today, having reflected an ofrich sugar lands in the Pontchartrain 7. Considerable surprise was occa-- ; addresses at the unveiling. The event the senate. He said Barth was coir
er. Richards said nothing and es- tended to benefit. He urged postpone- fer by the roads of
part of a wage
district in the event the fight to sioned when Speaker Bradner of the wa8 attended by a large gathering ot tlnually ptying to the gallery and
more easily. Bentley was then ment of the vote until the next ses- advance they asked. The men decaped
save the main levee is lost. Pafon house temporarily side tracked the priests and prelates of the church had made
prtain remarks expeetln hung up for a moment. Orozco, he sion of congress to afford the em manded $5 a month Increase and the
bill by referring n and by prominent alumni of the uni-t- to gain Jullcity. Barth
Rogue is built on a bluff and a crev- senate child-labo- r
replied that says, demanded that he confess to be ployes an opportunity to study the roads offered $2.50. Several roads
asse there would not do serious damthe militia and public defense coin-- ! versify from all sections of the coun if anyone hould
apologize that pa lng a spy and let him down. This measure and express their views on have asked for
special police
age except to the wholesale section. mittee.
son was Cunpton.
tsry.
was repeated several times in an it.
FIVE-STOR-
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
tlon has been
completed, and the
work of regeneration will very short
ly begin; it comprises the demolition
of the rue Radziwill, a quaint old
street full of historical memories, and
the enlargement of the two streets
running on each Hide of the famous
garden and the widening of the approaches.
An extensive new building for the
Bank of France will be constructed
on part of the rue Radziwill at the
north end of the Garden, making a
fine pendant to the famous old palace
of Cardinal Richelieu.

Pew, if any ambassadors to France have been paid the
honors which came to Robert Bacon
in connection with his departure after
a most successful service as representative of the United States. Govern1
ment and private organizations
French people offered a series of dinners and receptions to Mr. and Mrs.
Bacon, and at Innumerable functions
was expressed the sincere regret of
the French people that the ambassador should have retired. The fact
that Mr. Bacon has been elected a
Fellow of Harvard University is
greatly appreciated here, and Incidentally has led to a renewed Interest
In Harvard university. This Is so, not
only because of Mr. Bacon's position
there, but as well because of the new
between Harvard
official relations
and the Sorbonne growing out of the
arrangement for additional exchange
professors every year between the
two universities.

Pari,

Hay

4.

The little band of music lovers op
ganlzed by the Chaigneau sisters with
the object of giving a hearing to the
lesser known works of the great composers, and the greater works of the
less known masters, has resulted in
a number of excellent and instruc
tlve concerts. Many of the prominent
conductors and lnstrumentists
including Vincent d'Indy, Pablo Casals, Sylvio Lazzari, Ossip
and Camilla Chevillard
The programs were maae up ot works
within the scope of a small orchestra and possessed strong antiquarion
us well as musical interest, special
prominence being given to the little
known masters of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.
Most of the work of editing and arranging the more archaic compositions was done by the young Ameri-ramusician, Walter Morse Rummel
and his researches have been tht
means of rescuing
many delightful
works from oblivion.

first secColonel
who
has left
of
the embassy,
retary
to go to Toklo, also received many
expressions of regret, for during his

SEALING
SEVERE

c--

WEEK

ON

WHALERS

y",,lHBsssr
BEGINNING

RESIDENTS OF ALASKA
LOWED

ARE

TO USE ONLY PH1MI
TIVE METHODS.

Again this year we take pleasure in announcing
which begins on

our "Nemo Week" celebration,

Monday Ma,y 6th.

Sitka, Alaska, May 4. The department ruling at Washington regarding
sealing has worked great hardship
to the natives, and each year it has
become harder and harder for :hem to
exist.
In view of this, a mass meeting
was held, at which a statement was
drawn up and unanimously sigred,
setting forth their grievances. Copies of it have been forwarded to
Governor Clark, Delegate Wicker
sham, the bureau of education In
Washington, and the Presbyterian
Board of Home Missions in New

The universal and hearty response to our last
year's announcement leads us to hope that you will
accept this special invitation to visit the store during Nemo Week.
Our effort is to please women of refinement and
fashionable influence, and we especially desire that
you shall see for yourself the wonderful improvements that have been made in Nemo Corset specialties during the past year.
i
We thank you in advance for the courtesy of
your attendance and for your critical inspection of
new Nemo models during Nemo Week.

York.

fur-beari-

,

g

well-know- n

.

$12,-00-

The

non-rigi-

g

k

j

s.

MONDAY MAY 6TH.

AL-

old-tim- e

Way.

MAY 4, 1912.

RULES

The statement follows:
"The natives of Alaska have never
been treated as a body politic as other native people of the United States
long tenure In office In Paris he has
have been. Our land has been taken
won a warm place in the hearts or
from us without compensation, or
the French people. Among his intieven pretense of compensation. Our
mates the news i his transfer was
fishing rights have been taken from
received with something akin to conus in the same manner. Canneries
Blanchard
sternation, for Colonel
and fish traps have multiplied to such
had come to be regarded as a permaan extent that fish are scarce and be
nent member of the American embascoming more so every year. Game is
sy. For 27 years he has served the
not so abundant as formerly, and the
American state department in Paris
restrictions on the sale of deer flesh
and elsewhere on the continent. Uke
and the skins of both bear and deer
his predecessor in
Henry Vignaud,
make it impossible to derive any revethe office of first secretary, Colonel
nue from that source. Land
Blanchard's value to the state depart
Berlin, May 4. Tne Jesuit question
animals have been ruthlessly dement wag enhanced by his intimate has sprung, evidenly to the fore in stroyed
by white hunters and poisonknowledge of French.
Germany and now has in the newspa- ers, and very little can be made from
pers an importance almost as great them.
out of employ- as in the days of Bismarck's famous
A poor workman
"There is not a great demand for
ment, carrying an old violin, entered and unsuccessful "Kulturwampf" or
labor in Alaska and many of
native
a shop near Geneva recently and of- struggle against the Roman Catholic
'unable to make a living in
us
are
fered the instrument for sale, stating church.
We have never been given
that
way.
were
Impoverthat he and his family
One of the first acts of the new Banever asked for it, and do
and
ished. A young clerk from a sense varian ministry, coming into power in charity
now. We wish to live
desire
not
it
of pity bought the violin for $2, anfi consequence of the victory of the
lives.
Independent
to
play clerical center
after having it repaired, began
party in the Bavarian
"One remaining source of revenue
upon It
was
the issuance of a de-rr-t
elections,
and food supply was the fur seal
He was surprised at the melody.
mnrllfvino- the severitv of en- herd that passes along ur coast evwnom
had
he
When a musician to
forcement of tne
imper
became
ery year. We have always believed
he
$20,
him
offered
it
shown
ial legislation against the Jesuit order
an
that as our fathers from time imsuspicious and took the violin to
in Germany and in the resulting conl
Ami-tmemorial have taken a few seals from
an
to
be
it
expert, who declared
troversy it was brought out that an the countless thousands that pass, we
nud that it was worth a large surf.
"interpretation" of the imperial law, also have certain definite rights to do
A few days later Ernest
! money.
not at all unfavorable to the Jesuit so. That
right was considered by the
American mu'ling, a
had been issued in Pruusia.
order,
former treaty with Great Britain.
who lives near Padre.wfifi, of
sk
As it is the duty of the emperor and
"The recent fur seal treaty takes
iolin,
fered the clerk 4,000 for th
his responsible representative, the
away from us that right. No notice
ret
but the negotiations have f
imperial chancellor, who is also as was given us and we were not conbeen concluded. The clerk, oil his it
happens prime minister in Prussia,
matter. The rights. of
part, intends to make a generous re- to watch against infractions oi imper- sidered in the
other people interested in the busiturn io the workman lrom whom he ial
laws, the opposition papers have ness were considered and adjusted by
bought the instrument
made much of Chancellor von
the treaty, but as to us ... is silent exdual
embarrassing
cept to give us the right to take seals
The American minister to Spain.
role and there is no doubt that the wtihout firearms.
Miss
Henry C. Ide, and his daughter,
question, which arose after the em"The only seals taken in southeastIde, gave a dinner in honor of Fred
peror's departure for Corfu, formed ern Alaska are killed in the open sea,
V. Carpenter, the United States mina most important part of the chancelmany miles from land. It Is many
ister to Morocco, who was passing a
deliberations with lys majesty
lor's
years ago that our people killed anifew days in Madrid as the guest ol
his Easter visit in Corfu.
during
mals with clubs and spears or bows
the minister. Among the other guests
arrows. We have no such weapons
and
Sir
ambassador,
were the British
The new military Zeppelin airship and no knowledge of using them, and
Maurice de Bunsen, the Russian ambassador, Baron Budberg, the coun is fast approaching completion at no one of us would attempt to taKe
sellor of the Russian embassy and Friedrichshafen, and the work of fill- seals without the use of firearms.
"The annual gross income of our
Madame Lermontoff, the American ing its balloonettes will be begun in
will
two.
a
or
This
make
the
day
village from that source is about
military attache and Mrs. Lansing,
in
second
Hoovbesides the supply of seal meat
Mrs.
Zeppelin
and
Consul
military
perfected
the American
orand oil. We have listed our properer, and the secretaries of the British service, and the third has been
dered. The war department posseses ty used by us in that business, which
embassy.
also a Zeppelin of an older type, but is practically useless for other purAn attempt is to be made to revive it is already obsolete, or virtually so. poses, and find that the aggregate
the former prosperity of the Palais The new airship is expected at least value of it is about $16,000.
"We therefore respectfully ask your
This object has long to equal and possibly surpass her sisRoyal quarter.
been before the municipal council, ter airship in speed. The specifica- consideration of this matter, with tne
but In order to avoid the great ex tions call for a speed of about 38 end in view that we be given such repense of expropriation, it was deemeJ miles an hour, but this will undoubt- lief as is just and proper."
Peter Simpson, a, native boat buildwiser to proceed by degrees, and ac- edly be greatly exceeded and will
cordingly the surrounding nouset- probably reach 48 miles, the record er of Sitka, said:
"The government ought to establish
were bought up as they happened to of "Z2" as the existing Zeppelin is
schools to teach the natives to use
known.
be offered for sale.
a
A dirigible balloon unlike any existspears and other primitive weapons
Now, after thirty years, this ope-ing type is receiving the finishing if it wishes us to take a backward
touches at Duisburg. Its chiei pecu- step. Under our present conditions
liarity is that it is to consist of three we have lost all interest in the old
Lax-Fo- s
separate balloons, each complete in customs except that we have to make
itself. Each balloon will be 300 feet our living off the resources that have
long and 60 feet in diameter. They been purs by right since the beginwill be
but each will be ning of time. It is Hist the same as
composed of many compartments, giv- if the government were to force the
ing the airship one advantage of the farmers of the country to use the
rigid type. Five gondolas connected spade instead of modern machinery.
If you had a medicine that would by vestibules as the coaches of a pas- The seals are wild and It is Impossiare connected, will be ble for us to approach within spearing
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the senger train
will be equipped with distance of them.
carried
They
kidneys and the bowels, and at the ten
"We are trying to be
motors, which wtli generate 1,000
same time make you strong with a
horsepower. The gondolas will have citizens, but one thing puzzles us
systemic tonic, don't you believe you heating and lighting appliances. They would a man go out thirty or forty
would soon be well?
are designed to carry 100 passengers. miles from shore without firearms
s
Lax-Fo"The sealers are sometimes blown
That's "The
Way."
new
50 or 60 miles from their camps and
The
armamentbiils
which
have
to
We ask you
buy the first bottle
just gone to the Reichstag, contains are compelled to land in p'aces alive
on the money-bacplan, and you will one feature not
published in advance, with bear and other wild animals and
ask your druggist to sell you the sec This is the
government's proposal to depend on the land for their living
ond.
build six submarines yearly for the j until they get back to their permanent
coming six years, which would give j camps. How can they do that with- It keeps your whole insides right
the navy 72 of this type of craft in out firearms?"
There is nothing else made Uke
1918. There are now fourteen submaLax-Forines in commission, but these will
Remember the name LAX-FObe obsolete in six years.
Read The Optic,
Bailly-Blanchar-
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The committee on education re4 ported favorably, House Bill No. 12.,
4 to enable school districts to borrow
money to build and equip school

Santa Fe, N. M., May 4 The following official business was transacted by the house and senate of the
New Mexico legislature yesterday:
Senate.
The Journal was referred to the
committee on revision for correction.
A petition from Alamogordo askeo
for the passage of the McCoy-Sanchanti-re- d
light injunction bill.
New Bills.

The following new bills were Intro
duced:
Senate Bill No. 121, by Laughren,
by request, defining the duties and
eligibility of inspector of mines. To
committee on mines and manufactures.
Senate Bill No. 122, by Clark, to
provide for the collection of taxes. To
committee on finance.
Reports of Oommlttees.
The committee on irrigation reported favorably:
Senate Bill No. 65, the artesian
well act.
The committee on Judiciary report
ed favorably.
Senate Bill No. 89, providing for the
appointment of thre New Mexico
commissioners to the', national uniform laws conference.
The committee on Jidlciary reported unfavorably:
Senate Bill No. 56, t abolish capital punishment.
Senate Bill No. 87, to reduce the
number of grand juron to nine.
The committee on piblic lands re
ported a Substitute Mr Senate Bill
No. 36, the public land act.
The committee on insurance and
banks and banking, r ported favor
ably Senate Bill No. 79 er the regu-ac- e
lation of fraternal lnsuri
organlza- tlons.
The committee on finnce reported
favorably Senate Bill S. 115, requiring employes and memfc rs of the corporation commission an also the employes In the office of the secretary
of state to give bond, th state to pay

MRS.

McGILL
BROKE

DOWN

Gives the Real Facts
Regard to
Her Case and Tells Sow She

Suffered.
Jonesboro, Ark. "I svfered a complete break down in healh, some time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McCjll, from this
place. "I was very wet and could
not do any work. I tied different
remedies but they did np no good.
One day, I got a bottle I Cardul. It
did me so much good, I t4.s surprised,
and took some more.
Before I took Cardul, I ad headache
and backache, and sometues I would
cry for hours. Now I am ver all that.
and can do all kinds of husework. I
think it is the greatest hediclne on
earth."
In the past fifty years, kousands of
ladies have written, like Irs. McGlll,
to tell of the benefit refeived from
Cardul.
Such testimony, from eanest women
i surely indicates the great ilue of this
tonic remedy, for diseasesbeculiar to
women. Are you a suffei r? Yes?
Cardul is the medicine ju need.
We urge you to try it.
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisor Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Te t., for Special
Inttmctwns. and 64 pate hook. "I me Treatment
for Women," tent In plain wrapper, o request.

houses.
Senatorial Preference Primary.
Barth asks wby the bill providing
for an advisory preferential senatorial primary had not been reported by
the committee on judiciary. Chairman
Crampton replied it will be reported
in due time. Barth moved that the
committee on judiciary be ordered to
report Senate Bill No. 63 by Barth.
Holt moves that Earth's motion be
laid on the table. On roll call Mabry,
Evans, Barth and Allderdge voted for
the motion. The chair held that it reof tue membership
quires
of the senate to sdcure a roll call.
Sulzer then voted for a roll call an
this was ordered.
On roll call.
Alldredge, Banh,
Doepp, Evans, Hartt, Hinkle, Mabry
and Sulzer, eight, voted in favor and
13 republicans
voted against the
Barth motidn to order the committee
on Judiciary to report on the senatorial preference primary, Walton and
s
Romero having been paired and
being absent without pair.
Senate Bill No. 56, by Mabry, to
abolish capital punishment, was tabled by a vote of 16 ayes to 4 nays.
Senate Bill No. 87, to reduce the
number of grand jurors to nine was
tabled by 16 ayes to 5 nays.
Senate Bill No. 76, to regulate fraternal insurance societies was considered section by section and was
again taken up this forenoon.
The senate adjourned to 10 a. m.
Saturday.
Yesterday afternoon a public hear
ing on the anti-relight injunction
bill was helc.
one-fift-

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
To any one paying cash or settling in full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing,

at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors, (live us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.
Commence

Las Vegas Mercantile Co.

h
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Round Trip Excursion

Rales

California & Northwest

Gal-lego-
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Pure Food Bill.
Representative Moreno is working
on the passage of his pure food bill
(Which in the, ferrate was referred 'o
the committee on judiciary and in
the house rests with the ways and
means committee which expects to
hold a hearing on it very soon. There
is much outside interest In the measure. It was formulated by Secretary
Fischer of the state pharmacy board,
and its 18 sections based on the federal law, form a complete code.
Section 1 forbids the manufacture
of adulterated or misbranded fools,
drugs or liquors.
Section 2 provides for the punish
ment of those selling, or offering to
sell, or giving away, or dealing in or
introducing or delivering or keening
for sale of adulterated foods, drugs or
liquors.
Section 0 describes
forfbiddeu
methods of food adulterations, setting
a test for milk, ice cream, cream,
confectionery, and three forbidden
methods of drug adulteration,
also minimum narcotic und
alkaloidal contents for patent medi
cines.
Section 4 prescribes what is to he
understood by "misbranded."
Section 5 makes it unlawful to pack,
process, manufacture,
store, maiu
tain, offer for sals, distribute Mf
transport, any artijie of food except
In a standard establishment or conveyance that complies with stanitary
and other regulations pres' rll;e
in
the paragraph.
Section 7 makes adulterated and
misbranded articles liahle to seizure.
Section 8 provides for t'ie vostiug
of placards and also oi inscrpitions
g

Los Angeles
San Diego

$43.60

San Francisco and return direct

$50.00
$60,00

Seattle Tacoma & other points

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

HP

D. L. BATCHELOR,

on menus giving all information about
articles sold required by tbis act.
Section 10 provides for a fine not
to exceed $500 and Imprisonment in
jail not to exceed a year or both for
violation of this act, each day's violation to be a separate offense.
Section 11 creates a board of health
to consist of one member of the board
of medical examiners, one member of
the board of pharmacy and a food
and drug commissioner, who must be
a gradutae of pharmacy and must
have had at least 10 years' experience
as a pharmacist, to be appointed by
the governor and confirmed by the
senate. Each member of tne board is
to receive $10 a day and necessary
allow- traveling and maintenance
aance, when away from home and ac
tually employed, each to make bond
for $10,000. The board shall establish a laboratory, appoint a chief
chemist at not more than $2,400 a
year, one assistant chemist, one clerk
and four inspectors, who shall receive
not to exceeti $1,800 a year.
Section 12 gives the board or its
authorized agents access at all reasonable hours to any establishment
selling food products pr drugs or liquors.
Section 13 makes the district attorneys counsel of the board of health
and directs them to prosecute all violations of the pure food law.
Section 14 empowers Incorporated
cities to pass necessary ordinances
regulating the sale of articles of food.
Section 15 makes it a misdemeanor
to deface or remove any label or placard or wrapper while in use.

Agent.

Section

provides for the payment
state treasury.
Section 17 provides that except in
an emergency no prosecution shall be
brought until a year after the approval of this act. It also appropriates
$10,000 or as much as needed of that
sum.
Section 18 is an emergency clause.
1

of fines into the

A MEMORABLE DATE
Chicago,
May 4 Veterans of
Chicago police force today Joined

the

in
the customary observance of the anniversary of the two most memorable
events in the history of the department.
Twenty-si- x
years ago today
occurred the Haymarket riot, in which
six policemen met death and 60 others
were maimed by bombs thrown by
anarchists. Three years lather, on May
4, 1889, Dr. Patrick H. Cronln, the
Irish nationalist agitators, was lured
to hte Carlson cottage in North Ashland avenue, and murdered. Deaths
of those connected with the trials
subsequent to these tragedies have
been numerous, most of them unnat.
ural.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take laAXATIVE rjROMO Quinine
Tablets. Drugglstp refund money If
,
It falls to
R. W CROVE'S
cn-e-

is on eacii box.

CHICHESTER
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SBRAKftfTk
PILLS

Bd Cold

m.lHcV
Klbbon-

fete;.;.

DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for
yesrs known as Best, Safest. Always RetUbta
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

LAI VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, 8ATURDAY,

SEEKING FORTUNE

FADS AND
FASHIONS
The weather Is
till far from being summery, but
fashion, as usual, is ahead of the Mas-soand everywhere, in the shops and
b the promenade warm weather costumes are plentifully in evidence. It
looks very much as if the coming summer season would be characterized
by a great popularity of white.
White serge, white whipcord and
white Bedford cord are all favorite
materials for the tailored costume
e
frock, and there are
and the
open-worand loose
innumerable
whites ranging from rough and
heavy to fine and light, which make
up delightfully. A fillet weave in
white wool, such as appeared last season in linen and is again modish in
linen this spring, is combined very
successfully with plain white broadcloth or serge. In one costume, the
short loose coat was almost entirely
of fillet weave material with big, soft,
unstlffencd collar, cuffs, border and
pockets of fine white cloth. The skirt
was of cloth with a wide inlet band of
the fillet.
Coat and skirt suits of white cotton
or linen raine in the imported grades
are among the smartest of the white
tub suits, though, like the linens, they
er nowadays more likely to go to the
cleaner than to the laundress. The
firm
material, in good quality, is
and
keep
tailor
admirably
to
enough
its shape well, and it doeB not wrinkle as readily as do most of the linens. One of the fashionable shops is
New York, May
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this class with a dash of color Introduced in cuffs and collars of similar
mataHni hut. of white ana colored
stripe. The same firm has a good
. . ,
,Viit rntinp with
i i e v.
looKing mou. Ul
V T linen
tiny diagonal papings of striped
in white ana coior Dorawms
pockets, collar, cuffs, etc.
This rough material Is combined
with the sheerest of cotton marquisettes, cotton crepes and linons, and
some fascinating little costumes combine the ratine in soft pink or buff
or blue with creamy white sheer material. A whlibe ground with narrow
black atrt)e at quarter or half inch
intervals is liked in the ratine and
tailors attractively.
When it comes to sheer white
one is confronted by an endless variety of charming things, nets,
crepons, mulls, Suisses, linons, fine cotton voiles, chiffons, silk
mousselines, grenadines, gauzes, etc.,
And in eacn or mese .... .
are innumerable variations or weave
and design.
Border effects of every imaginable
kind are Introduced in these sheer all
white stuffs. Some are merely woven
or printed designs in white. Others
combine inset lace and embroidery.
Still others show a ffigured material
with a plain or horizontally sinpeu
ma- border, and alal of these bordure
tu- for
season
this
are
terials
popular
sics and triple and double skirt

Frequently a taffeta coat accomone
panies a skirt made from some
f the sheer white materials, and
a- -e
though not all of these coatees
r
work-!prettv, the idea when skillfully
A
snort
loose,
ed out is a good one.
bolero or eton, quite devoid of un

u.

a

j

Muslin.
Of course,

these bonnets are not

for

JIM FLYNN

OF THE IMMACULATE
;ONCEPTION Adrian
Ranejrroll
CORBETT
FORMER CHAMPIONS
s
..oior.
AND
ASSIST
WILL
BURNS,
First mut at 7 a. m.; second mat.-RYAN
TOMMY
10 a. in.
Sunday school in English
nd Spanish at 3 p. m.. In Spanish at
According to Jack Curley, who has
;M p. m. Rosary and benediction
to Charles O'Malley concern
written
i
the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
u.
ing plans for the training quarters of
rathe chUm for English speaking Jimmie Flynn, that battler will be asliidren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on sisted In getting ready for Rhe big exaturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speak hibition on July 4, by the "greates agrig children on Thursday 4 p. m., and gregation of pugilistic talent ever asa Saturday at 9 a. m.
sembled In one place." Jamee J.
who held the heavyweight title
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR for many years will be among those
iOWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. present.
His expert advice, backed
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun by a line of real "dope" on Johnson's
man 8:30, fine and weak points, is expected to
lay excepted. Second
sermon In English, hymns rendered be of inestimable value to Flynn.
y the children under the direction
Tommy Burns, who once held the
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third man
heavyweight title and who lost it to
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish Johnson in a bout staged in Austra?rom 3 to 4 Sunday school, At 4
lia, will also be one of the Flynn rebenediction of the Bleated Sacra
tainers. Having met Johnson and
nent. At the New Mexico Hospital
down to defeat before him.
or the Insane mass every fourth gone
Burns undoubtedly will be able to itell
Sunday by the pastor.
Flynn how not to conduct his ring
campaign advice which is also exFIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL pected to prove valuable.
;HURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
Tommy Ryan, who halls from the
lonal avenue, to. C. Anderson, pastor
Pacific coast and who knows all
Sunday schoe at 9:45. Preaching at about the ring game, will be trainer- 11 o'clock
Epworth League at 6:45;
Mr. Ryan is there with the
evening preaching service at 8:00.
can teach boxing methods
He
goods.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
as a professor in
as
accurately
just
ill who have no other place of woi
can
teach
Harvard
psychology and
to
divine
attend
service at this
hlp
his
takes
he
profession jusiti as sehurch.
riously. He will start Flynn in at the
A. B. C.'s of the game and carry him
FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
up through the higher mathematics
.
Qulg-glnMain and Eighth streets, W. R.

CAPTAIN

H. SLATER

WILL

SET

SAIL IN A SMALL SCHOONER
FORTY

YEARS OLD.

San Francisco, May 4. The
schooner Alice Stofen, which is not
only the smallest freighting craft but
the oldest on San Francisco bay, is
being outfitted for a cruise, which,
many oldtime sailors profess to believe, will be her last. The vessel
bears the name of the family which
first established bay freighting, and
was built here in) 1866. Thorughout
Its long career it has been associated
with the rather proslac freight business in the harbor, but now for the
first time will set sail for a voyage
of adventure.
Harry Slater, veteran
Captain
whaleman and former mate of the
trading schooner Rosie H, will drive
his vessel through the ever changing
Arctic currents and in the face of
biting blasts that he may find a land
of promise and reap a harvest of gold.
the
Slater has been following
Course of the right whale for many
seasons, but recently he believed he
saw opportunities to pile up wealth
in the trading business, and he set
his mind upon the purchase of a craft
of his own. I,ast spring he came out
of the north with this intention, and
after a search about the bay came
upon the Stofen. The vessel appearscarred through long
ed old and
service in stormy weather, but its.
timbers were stanch and Slater paid
over his savings for it.
The vessel is being overhauled at
Munder's ways, and its new skipper
the few improveIs superintending
ments about the decks.
"After all," says Slater, "there is
money to be made in the frozen north
through whaling and trading with
the Indians, and I think I see my way
clear to get some of it."
"But your vessel is very small to
'
carry you into the Arctic, was sug17-to- n

during the coming season. Theie are
many Interesting novelties shown in
blouses, the most agress e of these
being the pepum blouse. In real fillet
and hand embroidered muslin there
are some beautiful blouses of this
class. The peplum may consist merely
of rounded or square tabs in front or
back.
It may form little cutaway
basques, or it may run down in tabs
over the hips and end at the waist
line or just a little below In front and
back.
These white blouses are at
their beet over white skirts and leave
much to be desired when worn with
dark skirts which have no definite relation to the blouse in trimmings.
Blouses of similar lines but fashioned of silk and chiffon are more practical for wear with dark costumes and
the Importers have brought over models of this sort in most of the popular colorings. Some of them have a
beautified jumper arrangement in one
tone of chiffon, with sleeves and trimming of another tone, the peplum being the color of the skirt with which
it is to be worn. The jumper, too, is
suggested by certain belted or girdled
overblouses of silk, opening down the
shoulder and under arm, made with
.peplums straight across rront and back
th
nn(,
,n
cWffon
Qf
undrb(mseg
the same tone or of cream net or
lingerie materials.
Attractive blouses of taffeta in
'

i

a

Cor-bet-

Pastor.
The American

t,

of the pastime as far as fistic trigo
nometry. It wil not be any correspondence school and neither will the
lecture system be used. Flynn will
be obliged to mastter his lessons and
give several correct recitations every
day.
Curley 's letter states that the ap
paratus for Flynn's gymnasium has
been sent from Chicago and will arrive here in a few days. The Santa
Fe railway has given Flynn permission to use the casino of the Monte
zuma hotel for his gym. The fire
man and hist raiuers will take up their
abode in a cottage on the ample
grounds of the big hostelry north of
the city.
Charles O'Malley, the local promo
ter, says that the giant arena where
the big exhibition will be ttaged likely
will be located just east of the Santa
Fe tracks on the site of the old brick
yards and scouring mill. This site
would be convenient for all who wish
to patronize the show. By locating
the arena there, too, much expensivo
hauling would be eliminated, as it is
near the Santa Fe tracks. Architect
E. W. Hart, who is completing plans
for the big structure, says It will require 750,000 feet of material to build
the arena. Arrangements
have al
ready been made for the purchase of
the lumber and it will be on hand
in plenty o lltime to allow the structure to be completed by the flrsf of
July.

New York, May 4. The Titanic dls er acts of rowdyism in street cars.
a are
aster is still foremost among the to subway trains and elevated

pics of the day and the volumes of
matter published in the dally papers
upon the subject containing the most
conflicting statements in regard to the
details of
catastrophe, have left
the minds of the readers in a state
of utter confusion. Of course, that
was to be expected. Oliesrvations
g
made during a
crisis
and communicated to the newspapets
before the hysterical state of excite
ment had time to wear off, are never
particularly reliable. Prejudice and
a natural feeling Qf resentment have
t tendency to influenc the Imagina
tion of the sufferers in such cases aul
to distort their sense o justice and
fairness.
It may be weks, perhaps months,
before the survivors will have sufficiently recovered from the shock and
regained their mental equilibrium to
give a clear and reliable account of
the disaster, with all the details that
came under their personal observa-- i
tlon. But from all that mass of con
fused and contradictory evidence to
far given by the survivors of the
wreck at least one fact can be gath
ered beyond the suspicion of doubt
that there were men and also women
on board of that
ship, whose
heroism In a moment of extreme dan
ger Is worthy or the world s deepest
admiration. The names of these he
roic men and women should not and
will not soon be forgotten.
Contributions to the fund far the
relief of the sufferers from the Titanic disaster are still pouring 'n and
rich and poor seem to be eager to
help in accordance with their means.
Many of the survivors being greatly
in need of wearing apparel, a committee of charitable women solicited
contributed of clothing, which met
with a ready response. Sympathy and
eagerness must have obscured the
sense of fitness in some of the givers,
however, as evidenced from the fact
that ithe contributions included sever
al low cut ball gowns, very stylish
and beautiful, of material, trimming
and workmanship, but not particularly appropriate for the needs of shipwrecked steerage passengers.
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becoming more numerous. Last
several magistrates decided that severity of punishment was the best
means of suppressing rowdyism. They
sent a number of the young rowdies
who were brought before them to long
terms in the workhouse and the effect of this severity was undoubtedly
or at
beneficial. The magistrates,
least several of them, are evidently
determined to adhere to this policy
and several of the young rowdies arrested during the last few weeks hare
been given good measure of punishment.
A sixth finger on the band Is much
like the fltth wheel on a wagon, neither ornamental nor useful. Yet after
all, a sixth finger may come in handy
sometimes. One of the children of a
certain family in this city was
with an extra little finger
and the child's parents had seriously
considered the plan of having
the
superflous member amputated.
The
other day one of the other children In
that same family met with an accident and lost part of his thumb. The
parents talked the matter over with
the doctor and it was decided to kill
two birds with one stone by amputating the superflous sixth finger of the
one child and graft part of it upon
the stump of the other child's thumb.
The experiment was crowned with
success.

There have been, from time to time,
serious charges of corruption and
grafting against members of the police force, but in justice to the department it must be said that only ia
rare cases have policemen ever been
accused of downright petty larceny.
The other day a policeman In full
uniform, while on duty in his pre
cinct, was arrested by a superior of
ficer who had seen the officer in the
act of opening an outside showcase
in front of a haberdasher's shop, by
means of a skeleton key and abstract
ing from the case some cheap Jewelry-and
a cap. The dishonest policeman, it appeared at his preliminary,
hearing, had been with the department for six years and did not have a
partlcuarly good record, although he
had never been charged with v!teiff
ing.

Home Missionary
school; It a. m.
Communion and preaching service;
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"The Man in the Book." Thirslay,
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narrow foundation skirt are seen on
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surplicewise, in front and gird.ed at
the waist, and a coat or overb'.ouse
opening down the sides instead of the
front and belted snugly are all wore
but the cutaway, with or without a
girdle, is the shape most often seen
and most frequently successfully,
though It is, too, the shape most used
for the cheaper kinds of models.
The sharpness with which the
fronts slope away varies greatly, H3
does
point at whicn the cutaway
line begins, and the effect upon the
figure must be carefully studied in
But
choosing any of these models.
where the hips of the wearer are slen- der such a little coat as the stalled
cutaway in one of its. various forms
is very pretty and attractive in 'on-fec- t
nection wtih a skirt of fine lingerie
material, chiffon and lace or some
other pretty combination.
The milliners are doing interesting
things with the new Jouy printed materials and with the hairline check
shirred
taffetas. Fascinating little
and corded bonnets are made of the
soft silks and muslins and trimmed
in stiff little flowers or bows of Tuch-eof plain color. One such bonnet in
Jouy muslin had all around its crown
tiny, perky little bows of narrow, pic-oedged ribbon, no two bows of the
same color, but all toning in wonderfully with each other anl with the
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net?
the quaint, so evident in th
mudi's. but the things are charming
In themselves, and still more charming when worn by the exceptional
woman whom they suit to perfection.
There Is no doubt that, notwithstanding all prediction to the contrary, blouses will be a popu'ar as ev9i
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would be a convenient way of dishad contributed largely to the cam- recall of judges and their decisions.
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counting defeat President Taft will
be renominated In Chicago. His fol
said
would
Mr.
have
Roosevelt
think
president at Hyattsville, "and I don't
want to fight. But when I do fight I
lowers being firmly convinced of that.
TRUSTS LIKE COLONEL of me?
Published By
why should they talk "compromise"
"Would he not have come down on want to hit hard. Even a rat in a
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
with victory assured?
The whole
me with a thousand brick and said: corner will fight."
(Incorporated)
Th president said he deprecated
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mise" that would be acceptable to
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Interests.'
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,
EDITOR
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Taft men would have to result from
"And yet Mr. Roosevelt has the out in a political campaign like an
MARYLAND
a deadlock at Chicago that would
courage I shall not call it anything ordinary candidate.
mrake the nomination of a third man
( ban"If only my personal ambition were
Elkton, Maryland, May 4. Speak- else has the courage, after that
unavoidable.
the concerned," he said, "if only my
ing before several hundred persons ter to charge me with being under
o
interests."
of
Entered at the poatoffice at East
the
personal reputation were at stake, 1
here today. President Taft, for the particular control
should not bother you, but I conVegas, New Mexico, tor tranamia-tfirst time since he began his attacks
BARRIER"
COMING
'THE
States
malls
United
the
sider that I represent a cause. Th
rough
on Theodore Roosevelt, strongly intiSays Roosevelt Misquoted
second class matter.
TO THE DUNCAN mated that much
innovator Is abroad In the land and
of the support the
Baltimore, Md., May 4. Thi, the we are told that new things should be
colonel is receiving comes from the last day of the primary election camTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Rex Beaob's masterpiece. "The Ht .
introduced, for instance, the recall of
and the "interest."
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in Maryland, found President
paign
Dally, by Carrier:
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rier,"
Mr. Roosevejt says I am owned by Taft and Colonel Roosevelt early on indees. If his policy is adopted it
I .05 house here on
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will mean that in democratic years
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excellent the interests," said Mr. Taft. "What the move with
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the decisions upon laws will be demo
of easteri
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company
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attempted to do In by administra- will occupy them until bedtime and
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cratic and In republican years they
version of the book ranks as tion was to carry out MJr. Rooseevlt's
7.50 stage
cover nearly every part of the state.
One Year
wil be republican. So we'll have va
the most accurate exponent of He in policies and one of those policies I
Since delegates to the state conDally by Mali
Alaska ever presented on tne Ameri- thought to be the prosecution of the
rying Interpretations of the constltu
6.00
One Year
vention are elected by counties, except tlon
can
depending on a single vote."
stage. It is a piny with the .est trusts under .the antitrust law and so in
3.00
BU Month
Baltimore, where the legislative
of life, the rigor of thu game (be I gave orders to the attorney general
district is the unit the presidential
reckless daring of the adventurer to prosecute every trust that he
"Crooks are Aoainst u," Roosevelt
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
preference vote will be significant
a
and
of humor running found
rich
has
vein,
vaand
the
law
the
GROWER
only
violating
as it gives majorities in the
Frederick, MB-- , May 4. "I would
it all- This is the first trans difference between men and Mr. Roose- only
In oth- not have come into this contest," said
$2.00 thorugh
On Year
rious legislative districts.
1.00 continental tour of "The Barrier" and velt is that I prosecuted the steel er words,
Biz Month
the total preference vote Colonel Roosevelt in an open air
It comes here direct from a year's run trust
and I prosecuted the harvester of the state will not necessarily de- speech here today, "if I had felt I
(Oath In AdTance for Mall Subscrip at the New Amsterdam theater, New (ruts, and he did not
get the could have legitimately stayed out of
cide which candidate will
tion)
"Now I am not making any charges Maryland delegation.
I came into the contest because
It.
Remit by draft, check or money
Mr. Roosevelt because he did He had speches scheduled at half a I felt more and more that It was a
against
attar. If sent otherwise we will not
not. He changed his mind about, the here after his concluding speech yes- straight line-ubetween the average
le responsible for loss.
law and ho terday and left this morning for a man on the one side and on the othoperation of the anti-truSpecimen oopies free on applica- thinks now that Its operation is not tour of the western part of the state er hand the men who wished to adSon.
good, and he criticises me because I He had speeches schedules at half a vance their own interest, either po
the Standard Oil company dozen towns, winding up with an ad- litically or otherwise, at the expense
prosecuted
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and the tobacco itirust through the su- dress this afternoon at Cumberland. of the people.
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preme court and got decrees there.
President Taft entered the state
"I do not mean that all the men
PAID FOR.
He says these decrees are not worth Shortly after his rival's train left Bal- against us are bad men. There aro
any thing.
timore and campaigned today through multitudes
men
of
Advertisers are guaranteed the
"Mr. George Perkins, a director of eastern Maryland, traveling by both against us who have not waked up
largest dally and weekly circulation
the harvester trust and director of train and automobile. He will reacb to the issue.
s
of any newspaper in Northwestern
of wisdom
the steel trust says the prosecutions Baltimore late this afternoon and to is being wise in time.
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"Every crooked politician of every
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think so now, but when he wrote let- in the Lyric theater where Colonel party is against us. The crooked poMain 2
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ters urging that no suit be brought Rooseevlt spoke last night.
litician In the democratic party is
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President Taft began his fight for against us. There are two reasons for
against the harvester trust so that the
prosecution might Injure them, he the support of the Maryland voters that. In the first place the crook in
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In Monday's presidential
evidently did.
primaries the democratic party naturally feels
"In Mr. Roosevelt's present attitude, today with speeches at Hyattsville akin to the crook in the republican
suppose I had refused to prosecute and Laurel, in which he again attack- party who is against us: fundament-allthe streel trust and that I had refused ed Colonel Theodore Roosevelt,
their interests are the same. In
to prosecute the harvester trust; suphim of misstatements and mis- the second place the crook in the
Warren Ellsworth in "The Harrier.
pose that there came out a state- quotation of his speches: said Mr. democratic party feels that if we are
ment showing that Mr. Perkins had Roosevelt consorted with the bosses beaten, it would be easier for him to
York City. Miss Lucretia Del Valle,
said: 'If you prosecute us we will he now preaches against for seven win In the election."
a well known actress has been espefight,' and Itihen subsequently
they years while he was in the White
cially engaged to play the character were not prosecuted; then pfter
House and assailed bitterly and at
that,
of "Necia" and that sterling favorite,
suppose you found that Mr. Perkins length Mr. Roosevelt's doctrine of the
Read The Optic.
Warren Ellsworth, will be seen as
"Captain Burrell." The supporting
company is first class in all respects,
NO COMPROMISE
and a beautiful scenic production is
CANDIDATES
carried.
"The Barriefr' has for its plot the
PXRb time to time the enemies of
of a hunted man whose daugh
President Taft repeat the senseless story
has staked a claim which turns
ter
rumor that the Taft leaders have
out rich and relates the attempt to
given up the fight for hi renomina-tioo- n steal it from
her, the intervention in
and are looking for a "dark
her behalf of the United States army
horse" as a compromise candidate
is in the person of a handsome young
In the absence of news giving subcaptain, who eventually woos and
stantial encouragement to their cause marries her. The story in the telling
the Roosevelt partisans revive this Is one of the most strongly dramatic
"dark horse" roorback and exploit it that has ever been staged in the past
in the "progressive" press. Obviously decades.
the only purpose in such repetitions
1
tp create the impression that Taft's
friends are weakening in their loyal- ARCHBISHOP WILL MAKE
ty and are seeking a way out.
It is not likely that either the Taft
HIS PASTORAL VISITS
or the Roosevelt adherents would
consent at this time to compromise
upon a third candidate. And if either RT. REV. J. B. PITAVAL WILL CONside looks with favor on the plan it
FIRM LARGE CLASS TOMORmust be the Roosevelt following, for
ROW ON WEST SIDE
with them no great principle is at
Stake. They are merely trying to deTomorrow His Grace the Rt. Rv
feat Taft as a form of political repris- J. B. Pitaval, archbishops of New
al and to get into power on the crest Mexico, will make his pastoral visit, to
of a wave of popular discontent. The the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows
Roosevtle politicians are essentially on the West side. In the morning at
$3.50 $4-0- 0 & $4.50
offlceseekers. Having failed to secure 9 o'clock the distinguished prelate
offices under Taft they have turned will administer tre rite of confirma
to Roosevelt, in the hope of securing tion to a class of about 400 adults
a change in administration more pro and children. The pastor of the par
pitious to their personal ambitions ish. Rev. Father Paul Gilberton, has
Heavy or Light Weight, our
If you like to wear good shoe
They are attached to Roosevelt by no arranged for a beautiful choral ser
If you are willing to pay $2.29
ties of friendship, but accept his vice to accompany the ceremonies ot
regular stock, an assortment sefor a pair that will fit you and
leadership as a potent factor for com- the day.
lected especially for this great sale.
The archbishop arrived this after
we'll
bating Taft. In the present state of
a
chance
please you,
give you
All have our name stamped upon
the contest it is possible that these noon from Santa' Fe,. the archepts- now to get the greatest varight
them.
It's the best chance you'll
partisans might be willing to turn copal headquarters, on train No. 10.
lue you ever saw at this price.
the
from Roosevelt to some "dark horse" He was met at the station by
We'll give you your choice of 400 get this year to buy a pair of the
of more strength and promise.
clergy of Greater lias vtgas, who paid
best shoes made, for much les
Pairs of tans, blacks and patent
On the Taft side of the controversy him the respect due so exalted a dig
oxfords. Absolutely guaranteed to
than their actual worth,
there; is a great principle involved nitary in the Catholic church. The
LIKE CUT
satisfaction.
Ho
home
escorted
the
was
give
of
that would preclude the support
archbishop
CHOICE
YOUR
Worth $4.09
thousands of republicans for a com- of Father Gilberton, whose guest he
PER PAIR
Per Pair
promise candidate. The men who are will be while in Las Vega.
Tomorrow afternoon the archbishop
standing by Taft believe that he is entitled to a "square deal" at the hands will preside at the blessing of the
of the party. They recognize th new chapel and addition to Saint An
splendid administration given by the thony's sanitarium. He will perform
president and are convinced that he the rite of confirmation In the Trl-ou- s
NONE
missions belonging to tho Our
should have a second term in accordance with the policy and traditions of Lady of Sorrows parish next week.
The archbishop's program is as fol
the party. What would these men
SENT
gain by a "dark horse" candidate? lows: Monday, confirmation at the
That would mean stultification of ev- chapel of the Tecolote district; Tuesery principle of justice and honor. day, pastoral visit to Los Ojltos
ON
To abandon Taft and take up a "com FYios: Wednesday, confirmation In
promise" candidate would be, on their the district of Las Galinas and
Thursday, pastoral visit in San
APPROVAL
part, an admission of weakness and
Geronimo. The Rev. Dean, Father Gilan acknowledgement of defeat
As a mean of "aaving Rooseevlt's berton, will accompany the archbiface" a compromise candidate might shop on his pastoral visit, according
well he accepted by his followers. It to present plans.
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faotions for control of the party organization and the selection of a national committeeman.
A democratic presidential preference primary will be held In Mississippi Tuesday and state conventions
to name delegates to the Baltimore
gathering will be held in Iowa and

Washington, May 4.- - The presiden
tlal preference primary for both par- ties in Maryland on Monday will start Washington.
Hearings for the taking of evidence
for the
the poltlcal ball
the examiner in the caae of
before
week. Unbiased critics agree that the
suit for the dissosituation In Maryland is confused and the government's
States Steel corUnited
the
lution
of
that the result of the primaries, on
will begin Monday in New
the democratic and republican sides poration
The examiner is Henry
York City.
alike, cannot be predicted with any
F.
of
Brown
Philadelphia.
success. Clark and Wilson are fightA
that has stirred Canada
question
ing hard for the democratic endorsewill be aired in the sument, while there is believed to be to its depths
at
court
Ottawa Tuesday, when
an underlying sentiment for Harmon preme
will
be heard as to the
arguments
that may upset the calculations of
of the Canadian parliament to
right
the two leaders.
pass a federal marriage law. HeretoRoosevelt's success in the recent
fore th provinces alone have legis
republican primaries in Kansas is ex- lated on marriage. Various Protestpected to result in a victory for him ant, bodies, however, have recently
in the state convention, which will
urged a dominion law to overcome the
meat at Independence Wednesday to
customs in tftrtain sections
marriage
name delegates to the Chicago conQuebec, where the Hw
particularly
vention. The anti-Taf- t
wing of the is
especially distasteful to the Prorepublican party in Alabama will hold testants.
a convention in Birmingham SaturThe President and Mrs. Taft are
day to name Rooseevlt delegates to to attend the Cincinnati music festiv
The Taft managers count
Chicago.
al, which is to have its opening Tuesupon victory in Nevada and Arkansas,
evening. Later in the week the
day
both of which will hold their state
expects to go to Princeton
president
conventions during the week.
to attend the inauguration of Dr.
The state convention of Pennsylva- John Grler Hlbben as president of
nia which will meet In Harrisburg Princeton university.
Tuesday, la expected to be marked by
a lively contest between the rival
The Outlc print all the news.
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PERSONALS

The Prescflpllonlsl

SALARY SEEKERS
W. B. Curtis was iu Las Vegas
from bis ranch on the Red river.
PREACHERS
METHODIST
George A. Campfield of Albuquer- 8AY
SHOULD GO WHERE THEY
que was in Las Vegas today on business.
CAN DO MOST GOOD.
Miss Urace Bentley left this afternoon for a short visit with friends in
May 4 Two
Minneapolis, Minn.,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription ruling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

proposals to their restrictions about
ministers in the choice of their
churches promised to arouse lively
debate at the Methodist Episcopal
general conference which began the
fourth day of its quadrennial session
here today. The emphatic statement
of the bishops that ministers should
"discourage a growing tendency to go
where the salaries were highest, rath
er than to where their services were
most needed" was scheduled to bring
out discussion as to the relation be
tween the cost of living and the sal
aries paid in many parts ot the coun

Belen.
A. O. Jahren came in this afternoon
from his home in Wagon Mound to
spend Sunday in Las Vegas.

Tuesday, May 7th
Extra Special. Something New
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Woodmen

First Presentation in Las Vegas

Entertain
Members and Friends
Was everybody
happy? Well 1
Lemuel B. Martin arrived last night
should say yes. Those that attended
from his home in Albuquerque and
the Modern Woodmen social held last
was in Las Vegas today on business.
evening did not have a dull moment
State Representative George W.
PREMIER ENGLISH DANCER
from the time they arrived to the
prescription.
time they started for horn. As there
Tripp arrived last night from Santa
offers
Delightful Card Party
Fe, for a visit of several days in Las
were over 50 people present it would at
Nordhaus Home.
Vegas.
be superflous to mention nanus and
Rttbenstein
(a) CAPRICE
Mrs. Max Nordhaus entertained at
Sam Stauffer arrived in the city
WINTERS DRUG GO.
The- rewii Vr.ve to be jm'.--ethis
Mendelssohn
SONG
cards yesterday
afternoon at her
(b) SPRING
last night from Oklahoma City for a
ception committee headed by Mr. home on Douglas
avenue. There
THE PEER GYNT SUITE
short visit with his brother, Ben, who
Phoue Main 3
H. L. Cutler welcomed everyone with were four tables of
bridge whist and
is employed, at the Optic.
evMORNING
(a)
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)
two of
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Howell Earnest, secretary or the try.
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to
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Clayton Commercial club and a justice
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when
DANCE
for
they
laugh
except
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bridge and Mrs. W. G-- Haydon won
of the peace of that city, was In Las conference described bargaining
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DANCE
THE
a
form of commercialism in
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salaries
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on
business.
Vegas today
Anothei Messrs' Noll, Stevat aci Prentice, The general consolation prize was
NIAGARA MAID DOUBLE
And her great Parisian Interpretation of the classic
Mrs. Goldstein 'eft yesterday for consistent with Methodism.
to
five years assisted by the consul. Mr. N. B. awarded to Mrs. W. E. Gortner. The
to
limit
recommendation
hus
her
will
join
Mora where she
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time any minister Green was appointed as master of invited guests were Mrs. Simon Bachband, who recently went to that place as the longest
a
in
remain
shall
given pulpit also is ceremonies ind a great deal of praise arach, Mrs. Ike Bacharach, Mrs. J. K.
Miss Grey will also be seen in Parisian Songs and Dances.
to open a mercantile establishment
to
opposition. Opin- is due these people for the excellent Anton, Mrs. W. G. Haydon, Mrs. J.
develop
expected
for Bacharach Brothers.
Her costumes are of real laces.
divided to way the ent attainment was carried S. Clark, Mrs. J. A. LaRue, Mrs. S.
ov and Mrs. J. Wilburn Rose and ion appeared to be equally
as to whether the proposal woult out. They were nssrsled by Mesdarnes B. Davis, Jr., Mrs, W E. Oortner,
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conference
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Bethlehem steel mills of Bethlehem, races, circuses, dancing parties
Green; 'Royal Neighbors," by Mrs. P. Given a Surprise.
patronizing dancing schools, or taking Meiers. Following these supper was
A number of the friends of Miss
Penn.
Hoffman & Graubarth
such other amusements as are ob served. After further entertainment Carrie Greenberger gave a
surprise
Nebr is the viously of misleading or questionable the party dispersed each one being party in her honor last night at the
unrv Worriti.
"
the
and
for
past
ten
children
of
moral tendency.'
father
satisfied ithat he had spent a happy Greenberger home on Fifth street in
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these forms of tainments in the future. The great- Frances
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I .amusement the resolution reiterated est
is due to the committees prize and Tom Truder being award
cough medicine in the world for
praise
v,ovo ,mi it. for the Daat 20 years and from the churches
special advice" on the excellent way in which the ed the consolation. The
guests were
can recommend it to anyone needing the following:
entertainment was rendered and re- Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Frances My
a cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
warnot
a
"We lift up a solemn voice
freshments garved TJe Woodmen
era, Miss Edith Schoeny, Miss Rose
Cross Drs3o.
ing and entreaty particularly against pleased with the success of their first Kellog, Miss Julia Ettinger, Miss Opal
AUTOISTS INJURED.
theater .going, dancing and sucl effort and hope, when the next one Jones, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
A
Roswl, N. M., May 4. Harvey games of chance as are frequently as occurs, to have even a better time Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Marie Mann,
whicn
all
of
shockREGULAR DINNER
were
with
Tucker
sociated
gambling,
Hall, and Glenn
Tom Truder, Sam Greenberger, Northan that of last evening.
achave been found to be antagonistic
2So
man
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(
ingly injured in a bad automobile
V
Lewis, William uora, Charles
worldli-ness- ,
cident near South Springs station to vital piety, promotive of
Has
Leslie Swallow,
Lewis
Aileen
Paul
Daugherty,
SUNDAY DINNER
Direct from Its Long Run at the New Amsterdam
and especially pernicious to a
yesterday when the car, which Hall
Schoeny, Walter Randolph and Frank
Party.
Birthday
35o
on
was driving to Dexter, skidded as youth."
Miss Aileen Lewis was hostess
Theatre, New York City. Complete Scenic Production.
Ettinger.
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State.
Marvin Campbell of South Bend, last Saturday afternoon to a number
they made an attempt to pass a wagW
(
A Company of Picked Players.
on and charged at full speed into a Ind., offered a resolution asking that of little girls at a party in celebration
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
Club
Meets
Harmony
the
barb wire fence. The wire knocked the 29 editors and publishers of
of her eighth birthday. A number of With Mrs. Prltchett
the wind shield of the car and tore church publications be investigated games were played during the afterThe Harmony club held its regular
both men badly. Hall had the lower by a special committee as to their noon and at the conclusion a dainty
select!
r
fortnightly
their
meeting Thursday afterlower
the
before
neck
part
cut,
of
his
qualifications
part
two course luncheon was served. noon
with Mrs. Richard Pritchett at
not left to
Miss
were
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third of the left ear was completely torn and that their election be
Josephine
Those present
Miss Schoeny Gives
berger, Miss Clara Robbins, Clare
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again off, the shoulder was cut to the col- a vote of the conference "80 per O'Malley, Miss Violet Hayward, Miss her home, 1104 Lincoln avenue. ProRobert
An
Koogler,
Hart, Way land
Party.
Evening
at
which Mrs. Pierce
was successful in receiving the over- lar bone and other cuts Inflicted cent of whose members were ignogressive spelling
Martha Green, Miss Laura Lowe, Miss Stewart was
Koogler, Ralph Quinley and A. U.
a
Miss
entertained
Edith
carmost
the
Schoney
and
whelming support of the voters in the about the face and neck. Tucker was rant as to whether the candidates
adept
Alberta Patterson, Miss Edith Patter ried off
primary election. He also successfulthe first prize, afforded en- number of her friends on last Mon- Marwick.
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cut
Miss
Nor
Grace
Patterson,
Miss
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of
a
case
of
himself
rid
son,
ly
kidney
tertainment for the afternoon. Char- day night at the home of her mother,
Linberg',
trouble by the aid of Pole Kidney side of his neck was laid open so
ma Williams, Miss
acter songs by Charles O'Malley, Jr., Mrs. George Schoeney, on Jackson
.
for
Pfaf-fiePilte, and writes: "I have taken Fol- that the jaw bone was exposed
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. D.,
Miss Natalia Adler, Miss Lois
also afforded much amusement for street. Miss Schoeney's guests were says: "I suffered with rheumatism
STRIKE
Hager-ma- n PRESSMEN'S
ey Kidney Pills and they have given several inches.
Miss Gertrude
Hazel
Miss
Smith,
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerthe guests. Delicious refreshments Miss Rose Kellog, Miss Vivina Quin-ley- , for over eight years, and it seemed at
brought the Injured men to Ros-weMiss Gretchen Marselle, Miss
Vogt,
fully recommend them." What Foley
were served by the hostess. The next
Miss Nellie Wells, Miss Louise times I would go crazy with pain.
Dr.
Keith
in his car and assisted
IS GROWING SERIOUS Aileen Laird, Miss Ethel Goldstein meeting of the
bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
Kidney Pills have done for Mayor
on
club
will
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be
Miss Ethel Musser, Miss Chel- Three
wounds.
Wells,
Oahlmann they will do for any other in dressing their
cured my rheumatism and I gladly reMiss Ouita Iewis and Miss Aileei
16
with
Mrs.
Hereford at her la Van Petten, Miss De Saiz Evan?, commend them." O. G, Shaefer, Red
May
person bothered with backache, rheuThey will be In the hospital for at
Lewis.
home, 717 Fifth street.
Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss Carrie Green Cross Drug Co.
matism, or any other form of kidney least a week and if lockjaw or blood STEREOTYPERS JOIN WITH OTH4
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in
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Meadow City Club
quick and permanent results. O. G. will
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Mrs
This made the Grace Norman, Miss Edith Flaiz,
original strikers.
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J. M. CUNNlNGHAn, President
FRANK SPRINGER.
Mrs. Eva Jones,
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work.
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MY LADY OF DOUBT
PARRISH
By K ANDALL

iutlior oV'Loyc Under Fire," "My Lady of the North," etc,
Illustrations by HENRY THIKDE
Csprrisl

A.

C IfcCurf

It Co. Will

some miles to the west. They made
no explanation, although I have some
reason to believe I was mistaken for
another. I was held In a strong room
in the basement overnight."
"You were not there when I searched
the house," broke in Grant hoarsely.
"No," and I turned and Broiled at
him. "I had been brought upstairs before you arrived."
"Then you saw your captors by daylight?"
"Two of them, yes a man called
Peter, and an Irish fellow, with a chin
beard."
"What!" and Mortimer started for
ward. "Peter and Mike in uniform!
This Is beyond belief. Were they
alone?"
"They were apparently under the
orders of a young lieutenant the
same who had command of Delavan's
advance guard. I was unable to distinguish the lad's face."
"Delavan's advance guard!" and the
colonel turned toward Grant. "What
do you know about this, sir? Who
was he?"
The captain hesitated, shifting uneasily on his feet.
"I I do not know, sir," he explained
Anally, driven to answer. "I merely
had a glimpse of the boy when I first
Joined the column, l i tnongnt i recognized him, but was not sure."
"Who did you suppose him to be?"
"Your son. Eric, sir."

I have known hint
u:oe the Continental troops were first
quartered in Philadelphia"
I started slightly, yet as Instantly
recovered my outward composure,
realising that this strange girl again
purposed protecting me from exposure,
ven at the expense of a falsehood.
"Indeed; you were doubtless aware
then that he was within Sir Henry
Clinton's lines as a spy?"
"Far from It," she laughed easily,
not glancing toward me, but permit d
Dewu-dereting her eyes to rest upon tne
face of Captain Grant. "Why,
that Idea Is perfectly absurd. Did you
tell my father so ridiculous a story,
captain?"
"Did I! What else could I say? ha
within
growled Indignantly. "He was
our lines In British uniform."
Her long lashes veiled the blue
depths modestly.
"Yet there might be other reasons
for such masquerade, gentlemen." she
confessed. "Would it be impossible,
think you, that he should have taken
so great a risk to again meet with
me?"
There was a silence following the
simple question, broken by Seldon's
laugh, as he slapped his knee in appreciation.
"Good cnouch. br Gad!"
ciaiuueu neanny. Tne lass nas cieareo.
the mystery with a word. The fellow
would be a poor soldier Indeed to fail
in such a test eh, Grant?"
The Ranger scowled at him in sullen response, his face dark with pas-
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London.
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Lewis Keyser, Richard Tucker. the example of the miners, now deLewis Denithorne and John Conard, mand a minimum wage. Their cause
the five
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with active participation in the lynch- gamated Musicians' Union. The girls
Distributing
ing and ithe officers with failure to demand a minimum salary of $7 for
Agents
perform their duty in preventing the six evening performances, and one
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dollar for each matinee performance.
Approximately 1,182 fatal accidents
Occurred in the factories and work
SERVICES FOR MAJOR BUTT
shops of the United Kingdom in 1911,
Washington, May 4. Among all 24 of
being women. There
IMPLEMENTS
classes is the capital a deep interest were 102 more fatalities than fn the
is manifested in the Masonic memo- previous year, despite the board of
rial exercises to be held at the Na trade regulations. There were 140
tional theater tomorrow afternoon In 735 workers injured, rn increase of
VEHICLE
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honor of Major Archibald W. Butt, 19,561 over 1910.
Full Line of
HARNESS
SEEDS
President Taft's late military aide who
was among the victims of the Titanic
disaster. President Taft will deliver
"IN A BAD WAY"
the principal address at the meeting.
N. M.
will be
Among the other speakers
Many an East Las Vegas Reader Will
Secretary of War Stimson and SenaFeel Grateful for This Infortor Hoke Smith of Georgia.
mation
When your back gives out:
Becomes lame, weak or aching;
When urinary troubles set in,
FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
Your kidneys are "in a bad way."
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sick
kidneys.
Local evidence proves their merit.
P. Ciddio, 506 Grande Ave., Esat
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I am as
strong in my praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills today as when I publicly testified to their merit two years ago. I
had a great deal of trouble from
my back. There was a steady, dull
ache through my loins and right side,
and stooping caused sharp twinges.
When you order your Ice from us, I believe that my work was responOVERLAND MODEL
R
sible for the trouble, as I am obliged
you may rest assured that you are
In a cramped position so much
to
sit
getting "correct weight." If there is of
the time. Prompt relief followed
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
anything In which we take pride, it's
use of Doan's Kidney Pills, the
the
our honest dealing and the high qualcontents of one box completely curshow you.
ity of our ice. We are out for busime."
ing
ness and if honesty, integrity and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Go.
quality, combined with reasonable cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
prices .can get It we'll get the busi- New York, sole agents for the United
ness.
States.
Prune Main 344.
W'halen, & Fowler Props
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Remember the name Doan's and
237.
Main
Phone
take no other.
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8 Bars Diamond C Soap for.

"
"
Lenox
"
6
Sunny Monday Soap for
"
"
4 " Fels Naptha
8lbs Sal Soda for
4 " Bulk Starch for.
Large Bottle Blueing for
"
Amonia "
7

"
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IKE DA VIS
The Cash Crocer.

Buying in

QUANTITIES
TO

Suit our Trade
We

Turn Stock Quickly

Consequently our Goods are
ALWAYS FRESH

J.

H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Jefferson Reynolds President
President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Uknvidbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy aad Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest PmU on

Time Deposits

Miss Deila Mclntyre Is reported to
be seriously ill today.
LARGE NUMBER OF LAS VEGANS
TALK FAVORING STAGING OF
Three bull fox terries for sale. In
THE BIG MATCH.

Schubert Concert Co. here

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
quire
Get your Sunday dinner
White Kitchen, Meals 25c.

it the

If you wish to Bell your ranch or
city property list them with F. J
Wesner, 6t2 Lincoln avenue.
Finch's Golden Wedding Kje, aged
the wood. Street from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

During the absence of Santa b'e
Chief Dispatcher H. R. McK.ee, who
leflt yesterday afternoon on an
ex
tended trip to Chicago and points in
Wisconsin, Dispatcher J. E. Copeland
wlil hold down the job as chief.
Two robberies were reported
to
Chief of Police lien Coles this morning, pne by J. E. Warner of the theft
of a set of double harness, and the
other by E. H. Deal of ftiie robbery
of a gold watch and chain from his
room.
The barn of Mr. Warner in
fthe rear of his residence of Sixth
street, north of Main avenue, was

entered last night and the harness,
valued at $35 was stolen. Nothing
else ni the stable was touched. Mr.
Beal's watch, which he valued at $50,
was taken from his bedroom in his
house near the roller mill last nighU
The watch was engraved on 'Hhe
back with the initials "B. R. T." and
for this reason will be hard to dispose of. In neither case could any
trace of or clue to the robber be
found. The police do not in any way
connect the two robberies.

1027

Sixth

street

If when Governor William C. Mc- Sunday Jinut- - at the Donald arrived in Las
Vegas this
White Kitchen. MeaN :3c.
morning on train No. 8 he had any
doubt as to whether the business and
A musical treat May 9, at Duncan professional men of the Meadow City
opera house. All artists. Schubert were in favor of staging the Johnson-Flnn match here on fily 4, the spi
Concert company.
it of enthusiasm over the prospects
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth of the? coming bout, manifested on all
street. Must be sold in the next 30 sides today and especially at a k;iu
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. ering of citizens, with which the governor met thia afternoon in the
P. L Harrington, formerly of Bast
hotel, certainly drove that
Vaughn, is planning to open a picture feeling of doubt out of his mind.
show in the near future in the build Each of the many business men, docing on Douglas avenue formerly occu tors, lawyers, and otner professional
men, who shook hands with Goverpied by John York's grocery store.
nor McDonald to welcome him to Las
The Loyal Order of Moose, dance Vegas gave vent to Borne form of eu
and banquet, May 8, at Armory. Slml
thuslasm over the coming exhibition.
son orchestra. Good floor and music.
Governor McDonald told a repreTicket on sale at Murphey's. Schae- - sentative of The Optic this afternoon
fer's Red Croas, Winters', Potter's and that he came to Las Vegas Just to get
Baily'a.
acquainted, and that business in no
form had anything to do with his trip
Tomorrow the new addition to here. If, however, he wanted to find
Saint Anthony's sanitarium will be out how Las Vegas feels about the
dedicated by Archbishop J. B. Pita big mill, there can be no doubt in his
val of Santa Fe. A large number of mind now as to how they stand on the
Ifrlends of the sisters in charge of question.
the institution have been invited to
The meeting this afternoon was at
be present. A committee will escort tended by a large number ot promi
visitors through the building.
The nent citizens. Mayor Robert J. Tau- program will begin promptly at 1:30 pert, George H. Hunker, John D. W.
o'clock, the bishop performing the re- Veeder, M. Greenberger, Dr. Clifford
quired ceremonies in the new chapel. S. Losey, Charles O'Malley, promoter
of the coming bout; William White,
The third and deciding game of a Colonel M- M. Padgett, W. P. Southseries of three will be played tomor ard, manager of the Las Vegas Light
row afternoon
at Amusement park and Power company; J. H. Stearns,
between the
and the Cubs. Rev. N. B. Green, Elmer Veeder, and
s
Ellis and Sandoval for the
many other business and professional
and Lujan and Baca for the Cubs men were there.
Of this number
will he the batteries.
The game is only two or three are in any way op
scheduled to start at 3 o'clock. No ad- posed to the staging ot the bout in
mission will be charged. Each team Las Vegas and from this gathering
bas a game chalked up to its credit the governor of the new state heard
and the contest tomorrow afternoon the expressions of how the citizens
will be a hot oneof the Meadow City stand, and learned that the majority of them are
At the regular monthly business strong for it
meeting of the E. Romero Hose and
Governor McDonald spent the mornFire company, held last evening in ing visiting his many friends in Las
the station house on the West side, it Vegas and getting better acquainted
was determined to raise the pay ot with the citizens of one of the best
the driver employed by the organiza- cities under his jurisdiction. He extion. It was decided also to keep the pects to return to Santa Fe this evenstreets adequately sprinkled at all ing.
times in an effort to prevent dust
In addition to those already menfrom blowing In windy weather. Ac- tioned the following were in attendcording to the plans of the company, ance at the meeting this afternoon,
the streets will be wet down as often W. E. Gortner. F. L. Myers, Santa Fe
as is required, even if it requires division superintendent; J. L. Zimthree or four trips gf the water wagon merman, Dr. J. D. He sb, H. C. Ilfeld,
every day. The company also au- of the Charles Ilfeld company; Lothorized the appointment of a com-- , renzo Delgado, county clerk and maymittee to take charge of arrange- or of the West side; George Tripp,
ments for the observation of Decora- Charles Rosenthal, Dan Stern, Rabbi
tion day. The graves of all departed Pelfer, Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor
members of the organization will be of the First Presbyterian
church;
marked with wreaths and the com- Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
pany will drive to the cemeteries with First Methodist church; D. W. Conits wagon beautifully decorated. Oth- don, John York, Dr. H. N. Smith,
er organizations planning to observe Cleores Romero, D. W. Lee, local
the day are Invited to Join with the manager of the Mountain State TeleE. Romero's.
phone and Telegraph company; B.
W. Kelly, Wells Fargo agent; AttorTHIS HOU8E MUST BE SOLD AT ney W. J. Lucas, democratic state
ONCE.
committeeman; A. A. J ones and Dis
No. 1016 Fifth street. Six room, trict Attorney C. W. G. Ward.
modern house, 3 lota, fine outbuild
ings. Let us talk to you about this
Get

you-

y

Cas-tene-

HICHAM

LW

S.STiRNACOj

OUR NEW SPRING

SUITS

Are Models of Perfection.

M. GREENBERGER.

s

-

All-Sta-

All-Star-

Chaperoned by Miss Papen, teacher
of the seventh grade of the public
school of Bast Las Vegas, and Mrs.
Charles Kohn, instructor of music in
the schools, the pupils of the seventh
grade and a number of Invited guests
made up a hayride picnic to Rcmero-vills
canyon today. They left Las
early this morning on a big hayrack, and spent the day in the canyon. The members of the class are
,
Clara Ehrick, Eva Cook, Dewey
Bessie Willey, Ivy Fitch, Clara-bell- e
Adler, Grace Lord, Julia Sundt,
Pauline Rogers, Olive Anderson, Ruth
Swallow, Fern Fitch, Ruth Seelinger
Aileen Trainor, EdWh Tooker, Arden
Fngate, Henry Nahm, William Hay-don- ,
Arthur Nelson, Edward Rosenthal, Cecil Red,. John Martin, Allen
Papen and Clarence Leonard. The
invited guests were Myrtle Regens-berg- ,
Kate Seelinger, Helen Danziger,
Josephine Murphy, John Reed, Joseph
Hile, Lionel Ward, George Noll, Fred
GIphart, Leroy Laubach and Sysden
Regensberg.
Nis-son-

"Everybody is
Doing it"
Doing What?
Sending

us their Laundry.

If you must iron, why net get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. r;Onee tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.
Les Vegas Light & Power Co.
Brass Beds
were never so
cheap before

This elegant 2 inch post Genuine
Brass Bed only $13.50

An elegant line

just

received

In price $13.50 to $40.00
If

nothing more, call and tec these beautiful new designs
IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING TO LOOK

now.

Why?

The Inv. and Agency Corporation.

Because we succeed in
pleasing

our customers.

Our methods are
MODERN

At The Home of Quality

GOVERNOR M'DONALD IS

at the Armory

SHOWN PUBLIC OPINION

Ve-ga-

A Consideration

MAY 4, 191.?.

i, don't forget the date.

Regular dancp

May 9.

FOR

SATURDAY,

and SANITARY.

For Sale Seevral city homes and
mountain ranches on easy terms, also
a good paying business for $500 cash.
F. J. Wesner.

FRESH

J. G. J0HNSEN & SON.
"Complete Furnishers of the Home''

S

A clean up sale on men's shoes, oxfords and highs, on account of brok-osizes. Worth $3i0 and $4.00 for
$2.78, while they last, at Taichert's.
Douglas avenue.

n

See for Yourself.

BROOK

Try a head of that nice

NEW

CABBAGE

With a nice piece of

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

CORN

BEEF

81

617 Douglas

Read The Optic.

RAN

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

WANTED To buy or rent cash reg
Ister. Inquire Optic.

BUTTER

FOR YOUR DINNER TOMORROW

AT THE

iPANSY PLANTSl
READY NOWFine Big Ones 35 cents per Dozen
-

GRAAF & HAY WARD CO. STORE

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE.

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

VERBENAS TOO
507 Sixth Street

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Perry Onion & Son
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

Phcne VetM 121

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour ffi

AT

Boucher's

"The Store of Satisfaction"

We purchased

SI3.00

several carloads of this beautiful

dinner-war-

and oar
nllnati

for less tnan su in any null cnina score. It 18 guaranteed by Dot.
quality
manufacturer and ourselves.
the
There la a coupou tu every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us Ave
coupons and $)M In esse, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these Beaatifal sets by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Lara bee Flour Mills Company,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas. RABBITS
Flour are also good for Sogers' Silverware
The coupons in LA
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
GERMANEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
-NULLED

SFLRE

by

Flour

that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCKRS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

